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About This Game

Metal Drift is a vehicular sport combat game set in a distant future. As the player, you command an agile, high powered hover
tank in a futuristic sports arena. Core game play centers on intense tank-on-tank multiplayer team combat seen through an
immersive, first person cockpit. Layered on this is a goal-oriented game type that allows for high level strategy and team

dynamics. Players can level up to unlock new ranks, weapons, and upgrades.

Each weapon and upgrade is specifically designed and balanced to allow different styles of play. Pair up the Stealth upgrade and
the Shock Cannon to uncloak behind an enemy player and unload a devastating blow before disappearing again. Or choose the
Sensor upgrade to see where all the nearby players are, and the Temporal Cannon to shoot them through walls! There are 56

possible combinations – choose whichever suits your strategy.

Multiplayer team-based vehicular combat
5 Different arenas featuring multiple levels and boost tunnels
Persistent leveling system – level-up to unlock new weapons and upgrades
Stats and Leaderboards
56 Different tank configurations
18 Steam Achievements, with more coming soon!
Unique energy management system – accumulate energy and then distribute it to weapons or use it to gain a speed boost!
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I gotta be real this chapter was... not as good. I feel like it messes with the pre-established lore of homestuck.
-
(MAJOR SPOILERS FOR CHAPTER AND HOMESTUCK BELOW)
-
For starters, Karako. He is absolutely adorable, but the ending where he dies doesn't really make sense. The Dark Carnival was a
fabrication made by Doc Scratch to get the purplebloods to further Lord English's goals. Washington D.C. was briefly renamed
Dark Circus in the Alpha-kid timeline, and Vriska and Meenah eventually wandered into a dream bubble OF a carnival that they
mused mighta been the place, but they almost immediately realize that's probably not the case and it's just some rando
abandoned carnival (with a tatoo parlor). I mean yeah it was kinda funny but... eh.

Secondly, It's weird that sea-dwellers are that strong. It's been stated before that Equis's strength is relatively unique to him. But
the writing repeats at least 3 times in the space of maybe 5 minutes, "Damn, they're so tough." One guy literally get's gored by
some sort of little shop of horrors plant knock-off and he just walks it off. It retroactively claims Polypa told you they were
tough but, in her chapter, it was pretty implied that she just snuck up and ganked a guy, and any difficulty was in that sea-
dwellers are well guarded and influential VIP's. Feferi got shot clean through and she DIED, and she's higher on the
hemospectrum than they are. Granted it was a little different but... still.

Finally Marsti. I just... do not get what they're going for. She seems to imply she just cleans to clean but the second she sees
Folykl it's like she's almost turned on. She seems genuinely fed up with you and your lack of awareness all the way to the end of
the "good" route but is suddenly smiling with you like you're pals anyways. It almost feels like it's treating you as borderline
unintentionally racist to lowbloods based off of assumptions you make so yeah, guilt-tripping. Fun.

The character designs and songs were great, as were the backgrounds. As far as art goes this chapter did maintain the quality.
And, granted, I get the adventures of the MSPA reader are absolutely non-canon, and friendsim is here to tide the fanbase over
until the next installment of the main game, but I was always under the impression the worldbuilding was accurate. Like
everyone interested in the deeper dynamics of Alternian culture could finally get a peak. It feels like either
A-
This is newly developed canon and we have to live with it, or
B-
I'm overthinking it. Which judging by the size of this review is quite possibly the case but we're 14 volumes in and this is the
first hint of acanonness I've noticed.

Still eagerly awaiting the next one but coming off the last installment this chapter was a bit of a let down.. This is alot of fun. It's
a simple concept which makes for a fun puzzle game. Some of the puzzles you are presented with are very difficult, but they are
never impossible.

There are two types of puzzles; ones which force you to think and act fast. The other requires plenty of thought and lots of trial
and error. Fortunately the game provides you with skip tokens, which allow you to bypass puzzles you may not be able to solve
at the time. As you can imagine this alleviates frustration and keeps the game fun.

This game shines in local coop. Gasp! Did I just say Local Coop on the PC? I did! A Virus Named Tom does it so well, it might
be some of the most fun I've had during a local coop session. It forces you to work together to solve the puzzles and fend off the
antivirus. This game will spur lots of comradery and arguments to boot as you accidentally work against each other.

If you have some extra controllers and some friends (up to 4) you can invite over, definitely buy this game. The learning curve is
quite easy, so that even non gamers can enjoy it.. Lets make this quick
The game is stale and the best game i can think if comparing it to is SPORE. Overall it is not a fun game the music is one of my
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least favourite things. the achievements are to easy to get and they were to lazy to even make the achievement's a goal.

all you need to do is move around and eat what's smaller than you.

1\/10 Would not recommend. Only real reason i see anyone getting this is because they want more achievements. Which btw all
you need to do is load the game eat 1 thing then die and quit the game.

Do not buy this game.. In my humble Opinion these portrait packs are worth the money for a few reasons based on my
experience:

1) I like to play as Pagan or Muslim and have 4 wives, I then go and get a wife from each corner of the globe through raiding, is
possible all 4 princess.

2) There are modes that require these files for top grade 10\/10 wives to pillage from all corners of the world.

3) the system I use to rate is $1 = 1 hour.

4) Indie companies don't make as much as AAA developers and if I can spend $1 to get future content for a game I love I will
support it.. Ehh? Fun if you like soccer. Not fun if you get a team that WON'T PASS THE BALLAMSklndhnabskjhbuklj!!.
After installing the game,theres no shortcut on my desktop,neither can i create one.
After i close screen shake, the screen still shakes..
free mode isnt free at all u just got infinite lives other than 999, but u still cant choose stages.
And its ridiculous that there's only ONE save slot ! so u cant play main game AND free mode at the same time!
Finally, u cant press "R" or any key to restart... Now IQ's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is almost at Shadman level with this
graphical upgrade. 10\/10.
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Horrible translation pretty much killed any chance of enjoying this game. It's one of those translations that is just so bad it's
funny, and will give a little unintended amusement for a while. The art was cute enough, but that is about the only positive I can
give this. If anyone is looking at this as a hentai game, give it up now. Unless you have a fetish for bunny and flower censorship
cover-ups. Once again, SakuraGame shows just how low they are willing to go to make a buck.. The story is fantastic.
This game is everything you dreamt that the 1st game didn't had.. A CRAPPY arcade RIPOFF thats all i gotta say!
NOT RECOMMENDED love the burrito master!!!. Really good game, amazing community for any new players. I found that all
the older players were more than happy to help, as this game has quiet a steep learning curve, though it makes you want to keep
playing as you can see the potential from the veteran players of what is possible.. It's amazing! I like it so much. Thank you :).
My Uncle reccomended this series to me before he died. Truly a great series. If you have the time, please do play this game. I
can promise you it will be fun.. Wait for this one. Conceptually it looks neat; kind of like Kingdom on the Moon. However, it is
not playable at the moment.

Also the English translations are hilarious and terrible. I sincerely hope they don't get "improved" too much as the devs work on
the game.
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